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Abstract

Consider a 2D two-phase random composite with different circular inclusions. A finite num-
ber n of inclusions on the infinite plane forms a cluster. The corresponding boundary value
problem  is  reduced  to  a  system  of  functional  equations.  Solution  to  the  functional  equa-
tions  can  be  obtained  by  a  method  of  successive  approximations  or  by  the  Taylor  expan-
sion of the unknown analytic functions. Next, the local fields are calculated and the macro-
scopic  constants  (effective  conductivity  or  elastic  moduli)  are  obtained  in  symbolic  form.
Extensions of Maxwell’s approach and other various self-consisting methods are discussed.
An uncertainty when the number of elements n  in a cluster tends to infinity is analyzed by
means  of  the  conditionally  convergent  series.  Basing  on  the  fields  around  a  finite  cluster
without clusters interactions one can deduce formulae for the effective constants only for
dilute  clusters.  The  Eisenstein  summation  yields  new  analytical  formulae  for  the  effective
constants for random 2D composites with high concentration of inclusions.
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The talk concerns solution to the Riemann-Hilbert problem for an arbi-
trary multiply connected circular domain [VM 1996-2000], and its correct 
applications to fibrous composites  [VM 2000-2019].  Extension of the Pois-
son formula for a disks to a multiply connected domain.

Restrictions of applications: 2D stationary problems, disks (other shapes 
may be like ellipses), equations  ∇2u = 0 (conductivity) and ∇4u = 0 
(elasticity and viscous fluids), macroscopic isotropy for simplicity. 

Our investigations answer the following fundamental question by Ian Fleming (1953):
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 Why did James Bond prefer shaken, not stirred martini with ice? 
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Al Si composite;                                     bacteria
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We are interested in the passage from a single object to interactions 
between regularly and randomly distributed objects. It can be performed 
by study of two limits. First, we have a finite number n of disks which 
form a cluster, and determine interactions among the disks (infinitely 
many reflections or their groups). Second, in order to describe macro-
scopic properties of media we have to investigate the limit n⟶∞  
(constructive homogenization). The both limits are conditionally conver-
gent.  
The principal question arisen in  material science:  
how to relate the geometry which impacts on physical properties and 
identify its features.

The first associations are related to the theory of measure  and the corre-
lation functions. Hard numerics is not always useful.
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r

Constructive methodology is based on analytical solution (exact or 
approximate) to boundary value problems ⟹ constructive homogeniza-
tion ⟹ RVE (Representative Volume Element). 
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The main mathematical tool is based on the explicit solution to the 
scalar Riemann-Hilbert problem for an arbitrary multiply connected 
domain [VM, 1996-2000]. The given functions are Hölder continuous.

Re λ (t) Φ(t) = f(t), t - ak = rk, (k = 1, 2, ..., n)


rk

ak
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Poincare α-series for classical Schottky groups are constructed from the 
RH problem

Re ⅇⅈαkΦ(t) = f(t), t - ak = rk, (k = 1, 2, ..., n)

Theorem [Goluzin].  Any multiply connected smooth domain can be con-
formally mapped onto a circular  domain.
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ℝ - linear problem and composites

   ⟺  φ(t) = φk(t) -ρkφk (t) ,   

where   denote the contrast parameter,   
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If ρk = 1, the ℝ - linear condition φ(t) = φk(t) -φk (t) becomes the Schwarz 
condition Re φ(t) = 0.

It can be done for the general ℝ - linear problem  [Sabitov, Mikhajlov 
1963] 

φ(t) = a(t)φk(t) +b(t)φk (t) + c(t) 
⟺ 
Re λ (t) φ(t) = f(t) when |a(t)| ≡ |b(t)|.
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The ℝ - linear problem for the complex flux    (z = x1+ ⅈ x2)

  

 
 takes the form      
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Generalized alternating method of Schwarz  [Mikhlin, 1949], decomposition 
method
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Schwarz’s method for the ℝ - linear problem  φ(t) = φk(t) -ρφk (t) ,  
t ∈ Lk (k = 1, 2, ..., n) can be considered as a method of integral equations.

       Denote   Ω = Ω- and Ω+ =Ω1⋃ Ω2 . 

Apply the Cauchy integral operator    1
2π ⅈ ∑m=1

n
∫Lm

... ⅆt
t-z

  to the ℝ - linear 

condition
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  φk(t) -φ(t) = ρφk (t) ,  t ∈ Lk (k = 1, 2, ..., n)   ⟹  

 φk(z) - 1
2π ⅈ ∫Lk

ρφk (t)
ⅆt
t-z

= ∑m≠k
1

2π ⅈ ∫Lm
ρφm (t) ⅆt

t-z
+ f(z) ,  

z ∈Ωk (k = 1, 2, ..., n) 

 φk(z) - 1
2π ⅈ ∫Lk

ρφk (t)
ⅆt
t-z

= F(z) ,  z ∈ Ωk

Theorem (Bojarski & VM 2012). 
Let ρ ≤ 1. The  generalized alternating method of Schwarz con-
verges uniformly.
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Method of functional equations

Consider the ℝ - linear problem for circular inclusions

Let ψ(∞) = 1. Introduce the inversion on the circle .

Introduce the space C+ of functions analytic in all the disks z-ak < rk 
and continuous in z-ak ⩽ rk (k = 1, 2, ..., n). Convergence in C+ 
means the uniform convergence in z-ak ⩽ rk.   Then, the ℝ - linear 
problem is reduced to the system of functional equations in the space C+ 
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Example n = 2:  

ψ1(z) = ρ2   r2
z-a2


2
ψ2 z(2)

* +1,  z-a1 ⩽ r1,

ψ2(z) = ρ1   r1
z-a1


2
ψ1 z(1)

* +1,  z-a2 ⩽ r2.

It can be reduced to one functional equation (iterative functional equa-
tion)

 ψ1(z) = ρ1ρ2 G(z)ψ1(α(z)) +g(z),  z-a1 ⩽ r1

 α(z) := z(2)* (1)
*  is the shift into domain z-a1 < r1.

Theorem. 
Let ρm ≤ 1. The system of functional equations can be solved by suc-
cessive approximations convergent in C+.
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Let φk ' (z) =ψk(z). Then, after integration the system of functional equa-
tions becomes 

where w ∈ \{∞} is a fixed point.  After its solution by means of succes-
sive approximations we get

Let ρm = ρ for all m. Then, 
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Poincaré series

In the case ρ = 1, the derivative φ ' (z) yields the famous θd-Poincaré 
series for the classical Schottky groups which can be written in the form 
for a rational function H(z) 

The history of the  θ2-Poincaré series is curious.
1883       Poincaré just wrote “... serie est toujour divergent”
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1891       Burnside proved the absolute convergence for separated disks.  
[Burnside  p. 52] wrote “I have endeavoured to show that ... this series is 
convergent, but at present I have not obtained a general proof. I shall 
offer two partial proofs of convergency; one of which applies only to the 
case of Fuchsian groups, and for that case in general, while the other will 
also apply to Kleinian groups, but only when certain relations of inequal-
ity are satisfied.”
See for precise inequalities [DeLillo, 2008]  

1892        Lord Rayleigh solved the ℝ - linear problem for a circle on torus 
using the Eisenstein summation method
1897        Baker developed the theory of Abelian functions following the 
elliptic functions by Weierstrass  (the Eisenstein functions were missed 
again)
1916       Myrberg constructed an example of absolutely divergent series 
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for an 64-connected domain.
1984       Akaza & Inoue  found necessary and sufficient conditions for 
absolute convergence of the series in terms of the limit set of the Schot-
tky group and gave an example of absolutely divergent series for 4-con-
nected domains
1998       VM proved the uniform convergence for an arbitrary domain.

Why is a point w ∈ \{∞} added?   
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Alternative way to solve functional equations is the method of series.

Example n = 2.   Let ψs(z) = ∑j=0
∞ ψsj(z-as)

j  (s = 1, 2). Re-expand  ψ2 z(2)
*  = 

∑j=0
∞ ψ2 j

r2
2 j

(z-a2)
j   in (z-a1)

p. For instance, 1
z-a2

= ∑p=0
∞ (z-a1)

p

(a2-a1)
p+1 .  Substitute 

these series into the functional equations  

ψ1 (z) = ρ2 
r2
z-a2


2
ψ2 z(2)

* +1, z-a1 ⩽ r1,

ψ2 (z) = ρ1 
r1
z-a1


2
ψ1 z(1)

* +1, z-a2 ⩽ r2,

and select the coefficients on (z-as)j. We arrive at the infinite system of 
linear algebraic equations
ψ1 j = ∑p=0

∞ γ1 jp ψ2 p+b1 j ,
ψ2 j = ∑p=0

∞ γ2 jp ψ1 p+b2 j .
One may consider it as a discrete form of functional equations.
A fast summation method can be applied to functional equations for 
small gaps [VM 2013].
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2D elastic problems

Analog of the ℝ - linear problem to model the perfect contact between 
matrix and inclusions

Here, φk(z) and ψk(z) are analytic in z-ak < rk and continuously differ-
entiable in z-ak ⩽ rk; 
 φ0(z) = B z+φ(z) and ψ0(z) = Γ z+ψ(z), φ(z) and ψ(z) are analytic in D;
 G and κ, G1 and κ1  are elastic constants. 
 Let .    Introduce 

 contrast parameters (two 

of them are independent).
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 The above boundary value problem is reduced to the system of func-
tional-differential equations
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Infinitely connected domains ⟹ Representative Volume Element⟹ 
Double periodic problems
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Effective conductivity

Effective conductivity of macroscopically isotropic composites

  ∫RVEσ(x1, x2)∇ u(x1, x2)ⅆx1 ⅆx2 = σe 
1
0


In terms of complex potentials   σe = 1+2ρ∑k=1
N

∫Dk
ψk(z)ⅆx1 ⅆx2

For circular inclusions  σe = 1+2ρ∑k=1
N π rk

2 ψk(ak)

For equal circular inclusions  σe = 1+2ρ f 1
N
∑k=1
N ψk(ak),    

where f  denotes the concentration of inclusions. This yields the famous 
Clausius-Mossotti approximation for equal disks 

σe =
1+ρ f
1-ρ f +O( ρ f 2).

Specialists in material sciences use analytical methods and hard straight-
forward computations (Finite Element Methods and their extensions). 
The hard straightforward computations are not so precise to properly 
understand random structures.  
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Analytical methods are frequently based on the methodologically wrong 
opinion: 
“One can systematically correct such dilute-limit formulas by taking into 
account interactions between pairs of spheres, triplets of spheres, and 
so on”.
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Hashin-Shtrikman bounds (1962)

Clausius - Mossotti approximation (Maxwell’s formula) for non-overlap-
ping disks CMA (1879, 1850), Lorenz, L. (1880), Lorentz, H. A. (1881), 
Maxwell (1873), Hashin-Shtrikman bounds (1962) and their extensions 
(Milton 2002) and others.

HSL = 1 +
2 f (σ - 1)

(1 - f) (σ - 1) + 2
, HSU = σ +

2 (1 - f) (1 - σ) σ

f (1 - σ) + 2 σ

σ = 100
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Self-consistent approximations: effective medium theory, Mori-Tanaka 
method (... 2019 ...). As a result, we arrive at correct formulas asymptoti-
cally equivalent to the known ones and to wrong formulas, for instance 
Jeffrey (1973).
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Conditionally convergent structural (lattice) sums

The first iteration to the functional equations yields the conditionally con-
vergent sums
e2 = limn→∞

1
n
∑m≠k

1
(ak-am)

2   and e3
(1)

= limn→∞
1
n
∑m≠k

ak-am
(ak-am)

3

For regular structures with N = 1 inclusion per cell we get the classic lat-
tice sum 

S2 = ∑ '
m1,m2∈ℤ

1
(m1 ω1+m2 ω2)

2   and S3
(1)

= ∑ '
m1,m2∈ℤ

m1 ω1+m2 ω2

(m1 ω1+m2 ω2)
3 .    
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ω2

2

ω1

2Q Q+ω1

Q+ω1+

Q+ω1-ω2Q-ω2

Q+ω2Q-ω1+ω2

Q-ω1

Q+2ω

Q-ω1-ω2

Q-2ω1-ω2

Two method of summation have to be used: Eisenstein’s summation 

(iterative summation)  and Maxwell’s summa-

tion (double summation)  .
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Theorem. Eisenstein’s summation for the hexagonal array yields S2 =π  
(Rayleigh 1892) and S3

(1)
= π

2  (Yakubovich, Mityushev, Drygas 2016). 

Maxwell’s summation for the hexagonal array yields S2 = 0 and S3
(1)

= 0 .

Theorem (VM). For regular macroscopically isotropic composites e2 =π 
and e3

(1)
= π

2 .
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Rule. Eisenstein’s summation is applied for local fields and in the for-
mula σe = 1+2ρ f 1

N
∑k=1
N ψk(ak).  

Maxwell’s summation is applied for the formula σe = limn→∞
1+αn f
1-αn f

 where 

αn is calculated as a dipole. 
In the same time, σe = limn→∞ (1+2αn f) +O(f2), where Eisenstein’s sum-
mation is applied.
Maxwell’s summation is applied for the effective shear modulus 

 ,  .  The bulk modulus is calculated 

by analogous formula

 .
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Decomposition series for the effective conductivity  (physical 
constants, geometry, concentration):

We shall use the Eisenstein Em (z) functions and the Eisenstein–Natanzon 
(1935)–Filshtinsky (1962-1992) functions Em(p) (z). The Eisenstein Em (z) 
functions are related to the Weierstrass elliptic functions. For instance, 
E2 (z) = ℘(z) + S2. 

σe = 1 +2 ρ f + 2 ρ

p=2

∞

A〚p〛 fp

A〚2〛 =
ρ

π

1

n2


k0,k1

n

E2 (ak0 - ak1),

A〚3〛 =
ρ2

π2 n3


k0,k1,k2

n

E2 (ak0 - ak1) E2 (ak1 - ak2)
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A〚4〛 =
1

π3 n4
-2 ρ

2


k0,k1,k2

n

E3 (ak0 - ak1) E3 (ak1 - ak2)

+ρ
3



k0,k1,k2,k3

n

E2 (ak0 - ak1) E2 (ak1 - ak2) E2 (ak2 - ak3)

A〚5〛 =
1

π4
6 ρ

2 e4,4 - 2 ρ
3
(e3,3,2 + e2,3,3) + ρ

4 e2,2,2,2

A〚6〛 =
1

π5
-24 ρ

2 e5,5 + 6 ρ
3
(e4,4,2 + e3,4,3 + e2,4,4) -

2 ρ
4
(e3,3,2,2 + e2,3,3,2 + e2,2,3,3) + ρ

5 e2,2,2,2,2
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A〚7〛 =

1

π6
120 ρ

2 e6,6 - 24 ρ
3
(e2,5,5 + e3,5,4 + e4,5,3 + e5,5,2) +

46 ρ
4
(e2,2,4,4 + e2,3,4,3 + e3,3,3,3 +

e2,4,4,2 + e3,4,3,2 + e4,4,2,2) -

24 ρ
5
(e2,2,2,3,3 + e2,2,3,3,2 + e2,3,3,2,2 + e3,3,2,2,2) +

ρ
6 e2,2,2,2,2,2
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Structural sums (include only locations of inclusions):
em1...mq

:=

N-1+ 1
2 (m1+...+mq) ∑k0 k1... kq Em1(ak0 -ak1) Em2(ak1 -ak2) ...Cq+1 Emq

akq-1 -akq

e2 := 1
N2 ∑k0 k1. E2(ak0 -ak1)   

macroscopically isotropic composite  ⟹  e2 =π
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Consider a random composites for ρ = 1 (perfect conductor) 
σe[f] ≃ 1 + 2 f + 2 f2 + 5.00392 f3 + 6.3495 f4 + 0.0000186711 f9

Padé approximations yield  

σe[f] = -
3.313

f - 0.9095
+

3.299

f - 1.241
+

0.001 + 0.014 f

f2 + 0.912 f + 0.076
;

π

12
≈ 0.9069
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Resummation techniques, S. Gluzman, VM, W. Nawalaniec 
(2014)

The main idea consists in the asymptotic study of the 
function:

F(x) = (x - xc)
-s g(x),   where s is unknown and xc is known. We have

ln F(x) = -s ln (x - xc) + ln g(x)   ⟺  
ln F(x) = s  x

xc
+ 1

2
 x
xc

2
+ 1

3
 x
xc

3
+ ...+ ln g(x) 
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Non - overlapping uniform distribution :

Random[f] = 1 + 2 f + 2 f2 + 5.00392 f3 + 6.3495 f4 +

0.0000186711 f9 + 9.57157 × 10-10 f10 + 0.0570669 f14 +

27.2148 f15 + 7.06377 f16 + 1.63666 × 10-6 f17
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Critical power from regular to random σe ∼ c (fc - f)-s
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Formulas for the 2D elastic constants for the hexagonal array

    

Hashin-Shtrikman bound is obtained for Re A = ρ3 f.
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Hashin-Shtrikman bound is obtained for b = 0 and c= ρ1(1+ρ3)

ρ3(1+ρ1)
f.
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Effective viscosity of 2D suspensions of random suspension with uniform 
non-overlapping distribution of disks is obtained from Ge   by the substitu-
tion ν = 1

2  (Poisson’s ratio related to κ) and  G
G1

=∞
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RVE (representative volume element)
 Hill (1963) introduced the fundamental physical postulates of the RVE as 
“... a sample that (a) structurally entirely typical of the whole mixture on 
average, and (b) contains sufficiently number of inclusions for the appar-
ent overall moduli to be effectively independent of the surface values of 
traction and displacement, so long, as these values are “macroscopically 
uniform. That is, they fluctuate about a mean with a wavelength small 
compared with the dimensions of the sample, and the effects of such fluc-
tuations become insignificant with a few wavelengths of the surface. The 
contribution of these surface layer to any average can be made negligi-
ble by taking the sample large enough.”
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 From 100 inclusions in large cell to 12 inclusions per representative cell 
by instant computer computations.
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 Definition 1. We say that two composites are equivalent within a given 
precision if the expansions of their σe have equal structural sums 
em1,..., mp up to the given precision.

 Definition 2.  Let a class of equivalence be fixed. The cell having the mini-
mal size within the considered class is called the representative cell of 
the considered class.
 Computational tool:       ,  

k = 1, 2, ... ; p = p(k).
Remark.  These results for circular inclusions can be extended to clus-
ters of disks, hence to other shapes.
Application to stir casting processes.  
The isotropy condition:      e2 =

1
n

2 ∑k0,k1
n

E2(ak0 - ak1) =π .
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Chaotic or collective behavior of bacteria ?
◼ Sokolov A., Aranson I.S.,Kessler J.O.,Goldstein R.E., Concentration 

Dependence of the Collective Dynamics of Swimming Bacteria, Physical 
Review Letters, 2007.   
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Theoretical computations of chaotic behavior
Methods of dynamic systems, local mechanisms of single bacterium, ....
Gil Ariel, Marina Sidortsov, Shawn D. Ryan, Sebastian Heidenreich, 
Markus Bar, and Avraham Beer, Collective dynamics of two-dimensional 
swimming bacteria: Experiments and model.s,  PHYSICAL REVIEW E 98, 
032415 (2018) 
Dieter Moons, Chris W. Michiels, and Abram Aertsen, Bacterial interac-
tions in biofilms,  Critical Reviews in Microbiology, 2009; 35, 157–168: 
“In order to survive and proliferate in such complex consortia, bacteria 
have developed an outspoken interactivity with their neighboring 
species, ranging from fierce competition for nutrients and chemical war-
fare to collaborative cross-feeding and protective shielding.”
Sokolov, A. & Aranson, I.S. (2009), Reduction of viscosity in suspension of 
swimming bacteria. Phys. Rev. Lett., 103, 148101
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Parameters for numerical chaotic simulations N= 500,  M= 800 , ρ= NL2

4 = 0.25,  

ρ ∈ [0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55], width of bacteria δ= L

3.6 .       The 

parameters of real bacteria in 31 frames. 
N Re[e2] e22 e33 e44

1 1987 3.24032 27.7007 -69.9137 458.486
2 1999 3.12261 28.2563 -79.9777 590.452
3 1989 3.22311 27.4816 -77.4925 530.599
4 1977 3.21998 28.867 -82.8788 616.598
5 1932 3.01675 28.3509 -83.9754 675.332
6 1973 3.22788 29.475 -83.054 639.219
7 1970 3.35022 29.3624 -92.6705 986.191
8 1978 3.3324 29.5591 -83.3961 644.744
9 1948 3.26229 29.6203 -80.1439 597.906
10 1966 3.12751 29.6585 -92.482 680.788
11 1903 3.24763 29.5116 -82.4695 617.271
12 1934 3.20836 28.4324 -78.1834 570.298
13 1948 3.0571 27.5362 -78.7974 543.932
14 1926 3.15496 27.8472 -82.9106 640.646
15 1958 3.14599 30.244 -91.944 724.814
16 1941 3.10917 27.7448 -75.0525 488.936
17 1954 3.19945 26.8413 -66.4831 403.412
18 1929 3.1627 27.572 -80.1112 580.957
19 1979 3.26309 28.3962 -77.5448 662.882
20 1970 3.17811 28.2816 -78.5604 560.821
21 1968 3.23198 29.359 -93.5411 777.973
22 1993 3.30809 28.69 -77.4116 505.257
23 1975 3.17224 28.1742 -83.2709 647.248
24 1963 3.2071 28.2738 -84.624 660.629
25 1931 3.30422 30.2764 -88.4282 690.799
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26 1934 3.19064 29.8812 -86.3964 648.082
27 1980 3.19081 28.5317 -80.3716 510.45
28 1927 3.13443 28.1569 -80.0775 544.48
29 1939 3.19387 29.1219 -87.2462 679.362
30 1941 3.14838 28.9767 -90.9015 717.335
31 1921 3.16167 28.7867 -84.505 778.608
<...> 1955.9 3.19655 28.6764 -82.4134 624.984
σ 24.6175 0.0745222 0.872097 6.30325 110.954

Chaos 3.14906 33.0524 -167.314 1649.19
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